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Order parameter and interfacial tension of a colloid-polymer system
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The order parameter and interfacial tension of a colloid-polymer system consisting of grafted silica particles
in cyclohexane in the presence of the soluble polymer polydimethylsiloxane are determined experimentally in
the entire liquid-liquid coexistence region, from the liquid-solid boundary to the critical point. The renormal-
ized critical exponents of the order parameter and interfacial tension are found to be, respectively,b*
50.37160.026 andm* 51.3060.08, and are discussed in the light of theoretical predictions.

PACS number~s!: 82.70.Dd, 64.60.Fr, 68.10.2m, 68.10.Cr
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INTRODUCTION

Colloidal systems are ubiquitous and fascinating and
spite of the complexity of their interactions@1#, share many
features with simpler atomic or molecular systems. In p
ticular, they exhibit, under suitable conditions, solid, liqu
and vaporlike phases@2#.

While the liquid-solid phase transition has been and
mains actively studied at a fundamental level, in particula
shed light on the remarkable features of two-dimensio
ordering@3#, the liquid-liquid phase transition is more subt
and remains poorly understood.

A necessary but not sufficient condition@4# for the occur-
rence of a liquid-liquid phase transition is the presence o
attractive force. A well-known@5# way to provide for it in
colloidal systems is by adding a soluble polymer that, if co
centrated enough, will induce a short-ranged depletion fo
between the colloidal particles, provided the size of the po
mer is sufficiently large compared to that of the colloid
particle, so that no polymer can lie between two colloid
particles if the latter are close enough to each other~see Fig.
1!. While the depletion force was predicted many years a
@5#, it is only recently that it has been measured, by las
radiation pressure, a surface force apparatus, atomic-f
microscopy, and other optical microscopy techniques@6#.

Liquid-liquid phase equilibrium has been found in som
colloid-polymer systems in an aqueous@7# or organic solvent
@8#. Approximate statistical mechanical calculations for
fective one-component models predict@9# that for three-
dimensional colloid-polymer systems, liquid-liquid phase c
existence occurs fora,3r g , wherea is the radius of the
colloidal particle andr g is the gyration radius of the polyme
~see Fig. 1!, confirming the experimental observations
Sperry @10#. More recently, the partitioning of polymer be
tween the coexisting phases has also been taken into acc
in theoretical calculations@11#.

When two colloidal phases coexist at equilibrium, o
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rich and the other lean in colloidal particles, they are se
rated by an interface to which is associated a free energy
interfacial tension. When both phases are liquid, the inte
cial tension is expected to decrease as the critical poin
approached, ultimately vanishing at the critical point itse
In colloid-polymer systems, the interfacial tension is mo
over expected to be very low, even far from any critic
point. This is confirmed by an approximate calculation an
preliminary measurement@12#.

For common systems such as simple fluids or uniax
ferromagnets, which have a scalar~one-dimensional! order
parameter, theory predicts@13# not only the critical behavior
of the order parameter~respectively equal to the magnetiz
tion and the difference between the compositions of the
existing fluid phases, which is proportional to that betwe
their densities@14#!, but also the critical behavior of the in
terfacial tension@15#.

In contrast to that of such simpler systems, the criti
behavior of colloidal systems is not known experimentally
is the purpose of this paper to report on the order param
and interfacial tension of a well-defined colloid-polymer sy
tem consisting of silica particles grafted with stearyl alcoh
in cyclohexane, in presence of the soluble polymer polyd
ethylsiloxane~PDMS!.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Aqueous silica~Ludox TMA colloidal silica, 34 wt %,
DuPont! and polydimethylsiloxane 200 fluid~molecular

tal
e
s:

FIG. 1. Depletion force in a colloid-polymer system. Depletio
zones, inaccessible to polymer coils centers, are shown aroun
colloidal particles, and overlap when the latter are close to e
other.
2369 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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weight 92 000, Dow Corning! were purchased from Aldrich
The diameter of the silica particles is 20.261.6 nm, deter-
mined by transmission electron microscopy. Stearyl alco
(n-C18OH) with a purity of 99% was obtained from TC
America, and cyclohexane from Fisher Chemicals.

Neutral organophilic silica particles are prepared by gra
ing stearyl chains onto the silica surface according to
method described by Iler@16# and van Helden, Jansen, an
Vrij @17#. Colloidal silica tends to aggregate by forming s
loxane bridges in the presence of water@16,18#. Water is also
the by-product of the esterification of silica and stearyl al
hol, and its presence would greatly retard esterification@19#.
It is thus critical to remove water in the grafting procedu
With Ludox TMA particles, it is necessary to initially lowe
thepH of the aqueous dispersion below 2 during the remo
of the water by azeotropic distillation with addition o
1-propanol~Fisher Chemicals!. 1-Propanol is chosen becau
it is miscible with both water and stearyl alcohol, and form
an azeotrope with water at 87 °C. With addition of stea
alcohol to silica alcosol, the system is then heated and es
fied at 180–200 °C for 3 h under nitrogen atmosphere, a
evaporation of 1-propanol and excess water at 120 °C.
grafted silica is then purified from excess stearyl alcohol
ultracentrifuging the dispersions in cyclohexane at 16 5
rpm ~42 200 g! for 2 h and discarding the supernatant. T
procedure is repeated three times. The grafted silica is
dried at 80 °C for at least 24 h.

Phase separation is investigated at fixed temperature,
function of polymer concentration. The entire liquid-liqu
coexistence region, from the liquid-solid phase boundary
the critical point, is found to be very narrow. The critic
composition is determined by measuring the volumes of
colloid-rich and the colloid-poor phases after phase sep
tion. As the critical point is neared, both phases have eq
volumes. A series of mixtures were prepared in cyclohex
with different contents of PDMS and fixed amount of silic
which was set equal to that at the critical point. All samp
are equilibrated at 24 °C for a period of at least 7 days, u
both phases appear translucent and the interface betw
them is very sharp and mobile, confirming the liquid rath
than solid nature of the denser phase. Both phases are
carefully separated with syringes and 21-G needles
transferred to different vials for interfacial tension and de
sity measurements.

The spinning-drop method is one of the most accurate
direct methods to measure low interfacial tensions@20#. In a
typical spinning-drop tensiometer, a droplet of the ligh
phase is injected into an optically transparent glass tube fi
with the denser phase, which is rotated at high speed.
droplet of the lighter phase becomes elongated along the
of rotation and the equilibrium shape, mainly determined
two antagonistic forces, the centrifugal force and that due
interfacial tension, is characterized, from which the inter
cial tension is calculated. If the length of an elongated d
exceeds four times its equatorial diameter, its interfacial t
sion is given by@20#

s5
v2r 3Dr

4
, ~1!

wheres is the interfacial tension,Dr is the difference be-
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tween the densities of the two liquids,v is the speed of
rotation, andr is the equatorial radius of the drop.r cannot
be measured directly. The apparent radius of the drople
measured, with an optical magnification factor to compe
sate for the cylindrical lens effect of the sample tube@21,22#.
This factor equals the refractive index of the fluid surroun
ing the droplet@22#, and is independent of the refractiv
index and wall thickness of the sample tube@23#.

We use a spinning-drop tensiometer ‘‘University of Tex
at Austin Model 300.’’ All measurements are made with
cylindrical glass tube of 1.9 mm internal diameter and 7
mm length, cleaned thoroughly by rinsing with cyclohexan
Once dried, the tube is filled with the denser fluid, follow
by injection of a drop of less than 0.5ml of the less dense
fluid. The tube is then very quickly mounted in the housi
of the tensiometer and spinning is initiated. Elapsed time
recorded from injection of the drop. Temperature is ma
tained at 24 °C. The rotation speed is about 1800 rpm and
length-to-diameter ratios are much greater than four, so
Eq. ~1! applies. The measured radius is corrected with
optical magnification factor prior to the calculation of inte
facial tension. At least four independent measurements
drop diameters are taken after the spinning droplets re
their equilibrium shape.

The densities are measured separately at the same
perature with a pycnometer of 1 ml~Thomas Scientific! and
an analytical balance~Mettler H51AR! that provides resolu-
tion of 10 mg. The refractive indices are measured with
Bausch and Lomb Abbe-3L refractometer at 24 °C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The critical composition is found to be 34.4 wt % grafte
silica and 0.91 wt % PDMS in cyclohexane. A sample hav
34.4 wt % grafted silica and 0.912 wt % PDMS in cyclohe
ane has colloid-rich and colloid-lean phases of equal volu
However, a sample with the same composition of graf
silica but 0.906 wt % PDMS in cyclohexane exhibits a sing
cloudy phase after a period of 7 days. Figure 2 is a pho
graph showing liquid-liquid phase separation for 34.4 wt
grafted silica and 1.10 wt % PDMS in cyclohexane. T

FIG. 2. Photograph of sample containing 34.4 wt % graft
silica and 1.10 wt % PDMS in cyclohexane showing liquid-liqu
phase separation. The sample vial is tilted to exhibit the high m
bility of the interface.
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sample vial is tilted deliberately to exhibit the high mobili
of the interface separating the liquid phases.

The difference between the densities of the coexist
phases is plotted as a function of the difference between
overall PDMS concentrationx and its critical valuexc ,
shown as Fig. 3. A log-log plot yields a slope of 0.37
60.026, equal to the exponentb* in Dr'(x2xc)

b* . The
error arises mainly from the separation procedure of the
existing phases described above.

The tension of the interface between the coexisting c
loid phases is also plotted as a function of the differen
between the overall PDMS concentration and its criti
value, shown as Fig. 4 in a log-log plot. The slope is found
be equal to 1.3060.08, giving the exponentm* in s'(x
2xc)

m* . The main errors consist of an extrinsic one due
measurement and an intrinsic one due to the spinning-d
tensiometer itself. The deviations of the interfacial tens
are mostly within 6% around their mean value. An err
analysis based on Eq.~1! indicates that much of the extrinsi
error originates from the radius measurement. The intrin
error, approximately 6%, arises from the departure of

FIG. 3. Log-log plot of density difference as a function of th
difference between the overall PDMS concentrationx and its criti-
cal valuexc .

FIG. 4. Log-log plot of interfacial tension as a function of th
difference between the overall PDMS concentrationx and its criti-
cal valuexc .
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spinning drop from gyrostatic equilibrium, due to gravity an
vibration from the drive and bearings of the apparatus@22#.

The theoretical description of phase transitions at criti
points is most simply and conveniently given by express
the singular thermodynamic quantities in terms of field va
ables, which assume identical values in distinct coexist
phases. Typical of these is the temperature, and critical
ponents are thus defined in terms of distance of the temp
ture from its critical value. However when, as is the ca
here, the critical point is approached at fixed temperatu
upon variation of a density~here the polymer concentration!
rather than a field variable, the critical exponents change
are said to be renormalized@24#. Fisher@24# has shown that
the ordinary critical exponents of the specific heat and of
order parameter,a andb, respectively, become renormalize
to the valuesa* 52a/(12a) andb* 5b/(12a), respec-
tively. Note that no change occurs in mean-field theory
equivalently, in systems with very long-ranged interactio
where a50. For three-dimensional systems with sho
ranged interactions such as the one investigated herea
'0.11 @13#, so that the values of the renormalized critic
exponents are about 10% larger than the corresponding
renormalized values. Thus, using the best current value
b50.325, the critical exponent of the order parameter ren
malizes tob* 50.365.

The critical exponent of the interfacial tension,m, satisfies
the Widom scaling relation@15# m5(d21) n, with d the
dimension of space andv the critical exponent of the corre
lation length so that, in view of the Kadanoff hyperscalin
relation@13# dn522a and the above expression fora* , we
find n* 5n/(12a) from which we obtain the following
renormalized value ofm:

m* 5m/~12a!

5~d21!n* , ~2!

which equals 2n* in three-dimensional space. Using th
valuen50.63 @13#, we thus get from Eq.~2! m* 51.41.

Comparison of these theoretical estimates with the pre
experimental results reveals excellent agreement for the c
cal exponent of the order parameter, whereas that of the
terfacial tension is less satisfactory. In fact, the critical exp
nent of the interfacial tension is seen to be closer to its id
unrenormalized valuem51.26 @15# than to its fully renor-
malized valuem* 51.41.

It must be emphasized, however, as stressed in@24,25#,
that the fully renormalized critical exponents are predicted
be visible only very close to the critical point, a crossov
occurring from the ideal unrenormalized value to the fu
renormalized one. Therefore, in the light of these theoret
predictions, the exponentb* determined in this study shoul
be regarded as an effective exponent, assuming a value
termediate between those of the unrenormalized and f
renormalized exponents, whereas the exponentm* deter-
mined here should rather be compared to the unrenormal
exponentm, since the critical point could not be approach
very closely in the interfacial tension measurements.

We note finally that the critical volume fraction of poly
mer ~0.0088! is much lower than that of colloids~0.2036!,
and the liquid-liquid coexistence region is very narrow
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polymer-concentration space~about 0.3 vol % or 0.3 wt %!,
so that the density difference is largely dominated by
colloids, their density being in addition about 60% larg
than that of the polymer. On the other hand, a small cha
in the polymer concentration and in its partitioning in t
coexisting liquid phases leads to a large change in the in
facial tension, which is seen to span several orders of m
nitude from the critical point to the liquid-solid phase boun
ary. Furthermore, the spinning-drop method induc
inevitable centrifugal effects, causing a small shift aw
from criticality. These observations account for the domin
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ing role played by polymer in the interfacial tension, and f
the fact that its critical exponent departs more from its th
retical value than that of the order parameter.
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